
GeoData Quality
Management® [8]

Guidelines of interna�onal codes for 
repor�ng of mineral resources and 

mineral reserves [7]

Principles of Informa�on Systems [6]Around 2.5x10E+18 bytes (1 milion terabytes) of data is 
generated every day [1]

Information implies in the processing of data to gain utility 
and answer questions such as "what", "who", "when" and 
"where", while knowledge answer "how" [2]

The duty of big data is to unravel useful correlations for 
governments, companies and scientists [3]

The “Big Earth Data” represents a frontier for geoscientists
and machine learning tools need to be carefully developed to
extract meaningful information [4, 5]

Materials and Methods

Results

Steps and criteria for quality assessment of geoscientific data: from exploration to mine

Conclusion
Data quality is an abstract, ever-changing concept that depends on the commodity and the people 
involved in the activity.
It can measure maturity, accountability, transparency, competence, materiality while being used to 
improve techniques and procedures reducing costs and risks for mining activities.
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Mineral exploration phase, lasting up to 1 decade

Mine (extraction) phase, variable duration time from less than a decade up to several decades

General features

Small data production rate (thousands of lines / year)

Low knowledge of the deposit or mineral system

High risk, high expectations, high pressure for mineralized drillholes

Smaller technical team, easy communication

Main areas: geology, geophysics, geochemistry

General features

Fast data production rate (thousands of lines / month)

High knowledge of the deposit or mineral system

Lower risk, high expectations, high pressure for consistent and continuous production

Larger technical team, difficult communication

Main areas: geology, geochemistry, hydrogeology, geotechnics, geometallurgy

Consequences

Lower concern about data quality but problems are easier and cheaper to fix

Lower number of variables collected, lower the capability to recognize errors or outliers

Preoccupation with showing results generates misinterpretations of the mineral system

Managers may not agree upon what the field team defined, promoting rework in the database

The database may not be structured or correlated, but the negative impact is lower

Consequences

Higher concern about data quality, but problems are harder and more expensive to fix

Higher number of variables collected, not enough time to recognize errors or outliers

Pressure for production induces sloppy procedures for data collection

Managers from different areas may not communicate correctly, inducing inconsistency, vacancy and rework

If the database is not structured or correlated, the negative impact is huge
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Introduction

Level of understanding

Connectivity level

DATA

INFORMATION

KNOWLEDGE

WISDOM

understand
relationships

understand patterns

understand principles

gold anomaly
gold increases with
iron and sulfur

gold deposits can form 
if the pH and Eh of 

hydrothermal fluids are 
in a specific range that 
promote ionic species 

that can carry this 
element and arsenic 

concentration play an 
important role in 
increasing gold 

concentration in pyrite  

gold in pyrite is a characteristic 
of hydrothermal systems and 
can represent an economic 

source of gold

What is the
ore content?

Are these drillholes surveyed?

What is the datum?

The eyes of a geologist usually see: Add a little knowledge on data science:

Are these data structured?

Are these data consistent?
How the data correlates?

How the data evolves in time?
Add a little of knowledge on CRIRSCO standards:

Is the grid enough for resource
and reserve estimation?

Our controls (QAQC) are satisfying?

Our policies are clear
and being carried out?

Our processes are clear
and auditable?

The same database can offer different information depending on the experience of the observer:

General features and sources of problems in geoscientific databases:

using
reports

and
QAQC

using data science

Accuracy
Precision
Contamination
Materiality
Accountability
Transparency

Accuracy
Completeness

Consistency
Uniqueness

Credibility
Interpretability

Applicability
Clarity

Relevancy
Maintainability

Objectivity
...

Geoscientific data evaluate:

evaluate: geoscientific
data quality

individual scores

improvements
apply onapply on

Hypothetical flowchart for data quality assessment:
Consistency test
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Evolution of criteria used to assess data quality:


